Heinrich Bullinger’s Original Publications

Heinrich Bullinger (1504-1575) has always been overshadowed by his predecessor Huldrych Zwingli and his Genevan counterpart Jean Calvin. Yet it was Bullinger who saved the Reformation in Zurich after Zwingli was killed. In remembrance of the 500th birthday of this influential theologian in 2004, IDC has newly cataloged its microfiche collection of original publications by Bullinger, using internationally accepted bibliographic standards.

The works of Heinrich Bullinger
This collection contains a selection of Heinrich Bullinger’s works in Latin and German. In some cases translations of Bullinger’s works into Latin, French, German, English and Dutch have been included because of their importance. This selection is of particular value for Reformations research in that Bullinger has always been overshadowed by Calvin and Zwingli. This situation is biased, if not wrong. In the first place, it was Bullinger who saved the Reformation in Zurich after Zwingli was killed at Kappel in 1531. And in the second place, not only before, but also during and after Calvin (1599-1654), Bullinger can be seen as at least the equal of the Geneva Reformer for Reformed Protestantism as far as his influence and his importance are concerned. The term Calvinism, used as key word, is already found in the mid-sixteenth century in the discussions between the Reformed churches in Rome, Lutheranism, and the Radicals. But this word is misleading, because in this period the Reformed Churches had two main centers and two spiritual leaders, Zurich with Bullinger and Geneva with Calvin. Bullinger and Calvin were friends and companions who had much in common with respect to theology, church organizations, and other ecclesiastical activities, as well as the influence they exerted. All the same, it is by no means justified to describe them both as Calvinists, either from a general point of view or in terms of specific details. But there is above all another reason: Calvin’s work has long been and still is a subject of research, whereas Bullinger’s theological and ecclesiastical activities and his general importance for church and secular history have received little or no attention.

Far-reaching influence
There have always been some scholars who have argued that Bullinger does not deserve this shadow existence, and more recent studies have confirmed his far-reaching influence and sometimes unique effect before, during and after the time of Calvin. This applies to Bullinger’s role in the consolidation and spreading of the Reformed Churches as well as to their constitution, theology and confessions, and also to their influence on the political, economic and social development of large parts of Europe (e.g., the Swiss Confederation, Germany, the Netherlands, Great Britain, France and Hungary) and the New World. His influence and impact are seen in roughly 100 publications in Latin and German, the most important of which were reprinted many times and translated into other languages before his death. But this is even more evident from the innumerable still unpublished manuscripts and his unusually large correspondence comprising about 12,000 letters. For several decades, Bullinger’s house functioned as a kind of agency where the latest news from all over Europe was collected, analyzed and passed on. And here Bullinger played an advisory role in both ecclesiastical and political matters that could not be trusted through the official channels. For the many who needed advice and counsel all over Europe (including Calvin), he was a wise ‘oracle’ and an energetic helper.

Fritz Büscher

Bullinger re-cataloged

Publication history
Heinrich Bullinger’s Original Publications was first published by IDC in 1992 as the first chapter of Reformed Protestantism: Switzerland and Geneva. In the past two decades, several works were added to the Bullinger collection, which now comprises 189 titles. Some titles in the present edition have not been issued by IDC before. Although the majority of the books was filmed from the rich holdings of the Zentralbibliothek Zürich, the collection includes works from seven other libraries as well.

Cataloging standards
Since its foundation in 1957 IDC Publishers has been active in academic publishing by providing access to primary sources by means of microform and, more recently, in electronic formats. In our modern information society, the ability to retrieve information has become increasingly important. In order to ensure long-term access to our collections, IDC has adopted internationally accepted cataloging standards. In 1998, our bibliographic department started to catalog new monographs and serial publications according to the Anglo-American Cataloguing Rules (AACR2). For collections of books published before 1800, the Descriptive Cataloguing of Rare Books (DCRB) standard is used. All personal names, corporate names and meeting names are controlled by the Library of Congress Name Authority Files (LCNAF), while subject entries conform to the Library of Congress Subject Headings (LCSH). Core or full level catalog records in MARC21 format are supplied to customers for use in their own library system. MARC, or Machine Readable Cataloging, is a so-called ‘communications format’, which allows libraries to easily exchange cataloging data. IDC also contributes its records to the RLG Union Catalog, the bibliographic database of the Research Libraries Group.

Reconversion
During the last 46 years, IDC has amassed a library of over 800,000 items on the Arts, Philology, History of Science, Economics & Social
Sciences, History, Jewish Studies, Religion, Law, and Area Studies. Of course, it would be impossible to catalog all these materials according to the standards mentioned above. However, some collections qualify for "reconversion" because they have proven to be of high importance to the scholarly community worldwide. Another criterion is the prominent place they take within any of the major disciplines IDC is active in. Such is the case with Heinrich Bullinger, who is one of the key figures in Reformed Protestantism, a series that is regularly supplemented by IDC. The choice for Bullinger also emanates from the fact that in 2004 the 500th birthday of the Zurich Reformer is celebrated. If the availability of MARC records leads to renewed interest in the Bullinger microfiche collection, other parts of the Reformed Protestantism series will likely be re-cataloged as well.

Subject access
All bibliographic records in this collection contain at least one subject or genre heading, such as "Lord's Supper" or "Sermon." If applicable, an entry for a translator or co-author was created as well. IDC Publishers gratefully acknowledges its debt to Prof. Dr. Fritz Blüscher, who reviewed all bibliographic descriptions and made sure all access points are correct. Thanks to his expertise, the richness in access points offers scholars an opportunity for deeper levels of information.

Congratulations from Emidio Campi
"I warmly congratulate IDC Publishers on its publication of the microfiche edition of the works of Heinrich Bullinger, on the occasion of his 500th birthday in 2004. I wish the collection a wide spread and hope that it will make these valuable sources easily accessible to many scholars." 
Prof. Dr. Emidio Campi, Head of the Institute of Swiss Reformation History, University of Zurich

Printing Bullinger on Demand
Most of the titles offered in this catalog are also available on paper through IDC Publishers' printing on demand program. Reprint editions are ideal for both individual researchers interested in just a small number of titles and for libraries seeking to complete their collection on Reformed Protestantism.

Price and order information can be found at www.idc.nl/bullinger
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Gestrichen zu Zürich: By Christoffel Froschauer, im Mai(n) 1561. [3], 32 {i.e. 43} leaves.


1561. Thesaurio verborum Domini, in Domino Patris, filios Dei et sanctae Mariae Virginis. Neue Ausgabe, eine Auswahl aus dem lateinischen Text des Heinrich Bullingers. 4. diese Arbeit ist in den Jahren 1561 und 1562 erschienen, ohne dass die Autor Dr. P. zu Zürich ermuntert hat.
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Bolling, Heinrich, 1504-1576. [Von der schweren Verlegung der christlichen Kirchen. Frankfurt a. M., 1557.].

[In der Herrschaft eines Christen menschens (-el)]s zugleich Ringgen Tags; vff welche vnter Herrn Jesu Christi kommen wiß nichten die Lidbenen und Todten vnd alle Ginzigen zu bißn vmb reglagen dadurch welche vnter Herrn Jesu Christi günstig von der Gottheit vnd gütigem der Herrn Jesu Christi zu gebnsc von ihrer Abherung. Selbsterny dem Herrn Jesu Christi zu geben.

Stadteck, J. Heinrich Bollingwerlre 1.575. Zürich ZB II 6059 3 microfiches. Order no. PB-238
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Confessio Helvetica Posterior. French. 1556. 
Confession & exposition simple de la vraie foy & articles catholiques de la pure religion Chrestienne, faite e'z ommes accord par les ministres de l'Eglise de Jesus Christ, qui sont en Suisse : assuré, à Zürich, Berne, Schafhouse, Sartigal, Coune des Genres & leurs allies : à MeyHouse, & Biene, auxquelx se sont consignes les ministres de l'Eglise de Genve : mise en lumière, pour tenioysenge à tous fidèles qu'ils persistent en l'esolde de la vraie & ancienne Eglise Chrestienne, de qu'ils ne sont point sersens d'aucune nouvelle ou erreure doctrine, & par celui.jeann qu'aux 2 rives de la vaalsternon vos en lemaine avec secrèt si hermans quelconques : laquelle confession de foy il publie mantenant expressemt, afin que tous hommes crainnage Dir en puisse laire : inom, la confesfon de foy des Eglises de France, presente au Roy tres-Chrestien, pour monstre qu'elles sont de meeme opinion & verton que celles-ci. 

Staedel, J. Heinrich Büllinger Werke I:491. Zürich ZGB Tl 735 
2 microfiches. 
Ord no. PBU-228 

Confessio Helvetica Posterior. German. 1556. 
G. Zürich, ZGB: By Christoffel Froshouser, 1556. [5], 68 leaves. 
Staedel, J. Heinrich Büllinger Werke I:465. Zürich ZGB III Q 36/m 
2 microfiches. 
Ord no. PBU-227 

Confessio Helvetica Posterior. Italian. 1577. 
La confessione Ebeltica, ossia, Manifesta della vera foy : cios, esposizione semplice de l'arte Catolico degni, e patti fondamentali della paura, e sana religione Cristiana : di quelli che ne sono per noi senza esserlo. 
Staedel, J. Heinrich Büllinger Werke I:514. Zürich ZGB Te 1400 f 
2 microfiches. 
Ord no. PBU-688 

Confession da la vera carismatiz, quel ci, Una estrafia dech曾经 la doctrina de la vera carismatiz, mer da la principali articolo la schubra religiosi chrestiani : la qual beim parten ha du roa ils severiat da la baselg reformed en l'egdrosschaft de . 
Staedel, J. Heinrich Büllinger Werke I:513. Zürich ZGB CC 2534 
2 microfiches. 
Ord no. PBU-687 

Consensus Tigurinus. German. 1551. 
Consensus menis in sacraaerrnminar Ministrorum Tigurinæ Ecclesiae & D. Ioannis Caluri Ministris Genevensis Ecclesiae / ius non ab ipsius authorus edita. 
Typo : Ex officina Rudolpho Vesiensbachii, 1551. 26 p. 
Staedel, J. Heinrich Büllinger Werke I:624. Zürich ZGB III N 157 (1) 
1 microfiche. 
Ord no. PBU-261 

Consensus Tigurinus. French. 1551. 
L'accord passé et conclu touchant la matiere des sacreraements : entre les ministres de l'Eglise de Zurich, & ministre leban Caluin ministre de l'Eglise de Genve. 
A Genève : De l'Impression de Jehan Crespis, 1551. 29 leaves. 
Staedel, J. Heinrich Büllinger Werke I:646. Zürich ZGB SM 71 (2) 
1 microfiche. 
Ord no. PBU-263 

Concordia Tigurina. German. 1551. 
Einwilligung der Dürmen der kirchen zu Zürich und Herren Joannis Calui Caluin der kirchen zu Genf dem sie s'hen in on(e) Handel der bestigen Sacramenten gegen anner erledigt vers vereinbarl hundert. 
Staedel, J. Heinrich Büllinger Werke I:645. Zürich ZGB Gal Te 1192 (4) 
2 microfiches. 
Ord no. PBU-262 

Corpus et symphoza confessionis fidei : que in diuini regni et natiothus ecclesiariun nomine furmant expressedit authoritate in celebro beatissimi canonicorum exhibibit, publicate sactuariori comprobare : quibus esseam mentei, in omnibus Christiainae religiuni articulis. Catholico comunum, ex sermonis veterem et pari vacavere . 
Geneva: Apud Petrum & Iacobum Chouit, anno saluto 1612. 3 pts in 1 v. 
Staedel, J. Heinrich Büllinger Werke I:600. Zürich ZGB WZX 4133 
11 microfiches. 
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Staedel, J. Heinrich Büllinger Werke I:713. Zürich ZGB VI 192 I 
3 microfiches. 
Ord no. PBU-603 

Exemplum scholaarum Tigurinarum. 
Exemplum scholaarum Tigurinarum, de indebendis iudicie. 
Staedel, J. Heinrich Büllinger Werke I:652. 
Zürich ZGB II B 530 N 50 
1 microfiche. 
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Handling oder Acta gehälder Disputatsion(n) vel Gespräch sii all Züflagen or Birmer Bier mit den Wiedenlütens : geschienen am ersten tag Liull. im M.D.XXXI ... 
Gedruckt zu Zürich : Bei Christoffel Froshouser, anno 1552. 154 leaves. 
BM STC German. 1455-1600, p. 28. 
Boeckingen, J.G. Cat. der werken der over de Diopenstreiden, ... 
Staedel, J. Heinrich Büllinger Werke I:702. 
Zürich ZGB VI 51355 
4 microfiches. 
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Savard, Jean François, 1530-1585. 
Harmonie des confessions de fido, latin, (1584) 
Harmonia confessionum fidei orthodoxarum et reformatarum ecclesiast: quae in principe quosque Europe regnis, nationibus, & provinciis, sacram eamque doctrinae ponti prefectus: quorum catalogum & ordine sequentes paginæ indicabant: adiutis sunt ad cultum brevissimae observationes, quibus tum illustriatur obscura, tum qua in speciem pugnare iner se viderit ponunt, perspexit, acque modeste conciliari: & ita quae adhuc controversa manent, systema indicatur: quae omnia, ecclesiast Canonicum, Gallorum, & Belgicorum nomine, subsumatur libri & prudensi reliquio omnium, indicatur. 
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Wührmann, Willy. 
Staedel, J. Heinrich Büllinger Werke 2.1416. 
Ord no. PBU-271 mf. 15 
Staedel, J. Heinrich Büllinger Werke I:613. Zürich ZGB 18,1471 
1 microfiche. 
Ord no. PBU-260